
Kamala and Maya’s Big Idea by Meena Harris

Meena Harris was born into a family of strong women whose
legacy continues to inspire her. Her grandmother, Shyamala
Gopalan, was a cancer researcher and civil rights activist; her
mother, Maya Harris, is a lawyer and policy expert; and her
aunt, Kamala Harris, is a United States senator from California.
Meena herself is a lawyer and entrepreneur. In 2017 she
founded the Phenomenal Woman Action Campaign, a
female-powered organization that brings awareness to social
causes. She currently resides in San Francisco with her partner
and two daughters.

One day, Kamala and Maya had an idea. A big idea: they
would turn their empty apartment courtyard into a
playground!

Based on a true story, this is the uplifting tale of how the
author's aunt and mother first learned to persevere in the
face of disappointment and turned a dream into reality.
This is a story of children’s ability to make a difference and
of a community coming together to transform their
neighborhood.
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RRS connection to TEKS: Please refer to TEKS for English Language Arts and Reading
● Comprehension skills
● Response skills
● Author's purpose and craft
● Composition I (Writing)
● Composition II (Genres)
● Inquiry and research

Relevant Vocabulary:
● Perseverance
● Community
● Organization
● Hope
● Creativity
● Determination
● Teamwork
● Civil rights activist
● Landlord
● Community Cultural Wealth

Pre-reading engagement:
● What does an author do? What does an illustrator do?
● Think about the title of this book and its cover illustration. How does it make you feel? What does

it make you think about?
● Now look at the back cover of the book. Why do you think there is a photograph? What does that

have to do with the story?
● What genre might this book be?
● Look for information about the author, Meena Harris and members of her family (Shyamala,

Kamala and Maya Harris).

While/post reading engagement:
● What are some obstacles that you think Kamala and Maya will have to overcome in order to

achieve their goals?
● When you’re a kid, how does your age affect how grown-ups sometimes treat you?
● Make a text to self connection! Turn and talk to someone near you about a dream that you wish

you hope to one day achieve.
● How does the progress of their project change throughout the story? What people, things, and

resources are helping them make progress?
● What’s one thing you would like to do for the good of your neighborhood?
● What are some steps you can take to achieve your goals?
● Reflect on the sentence: “No one could do everything, but everyone could do something”. Why is

this an important idea in the story? Give an example from your own life of a time when teamwork
made the dream work!
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● What are some ways the community could problem-solve to pay for the slide?
● Create an anchor chart outlining the elements of this story: Setting, characters, plot, conflict,

theme, and point of view.
● What makes the community in this story thrive? That’s community cultural wealth!
● Get ready for your author visit by making a drawing of this book to share with Meena.  You can

also think about a question that you can ask her.

Useful links:
● Author’s website: https://www.phenomenalgirl.com/
● Author biography (Harper Collins): https://www.harpercollins.com/blogs/authors/meena-harris
● Author read aloud: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmhmWkwN2kA
● Interview w/ Glamour:

https://www.glamour.com/story/how-to-raise-an-activist-kamala-harris-meena-harris-maya-harris
● Illustrator’s biography: https://www.writershouseart.com/ana-ramirez/
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